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The development and construction of high fluence lasers for inertial confinement fusion such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) or the Laser Mégajoule in France continues to generate strong interest in the behavior of optical components under intense laser irradiation. The design of such lasers has created significant technological challenges in the area of laser glass, KDP crystal growth, surface finishing, and fused silica damage in the ultraviolet (UV). The damage of fused silica lenses at 355 nm is of particular concern since the optical design requires peak fluences that are very close to the damage threshold of the most resistant fused silica lenses available today.
For years, contamination has been known to degrade the performance of optics and to sometimes initiate laser damage. This study quanitifies these effects at 1064 and 355 nm for fused silica windows by investigating several contamination cases: particles (thicker than 0.1 µm and larger than 10 µm in diameter), very thin films (thinner than 10 nm), and "intrinsic" contamination (i.e., caused by polishing). A variety of contamination materials including metals, oxides, and organic compounds were studied and a masking technique was used to produce particles of known size, mass, and shape, with the contaminants deposited by sputtering. To study the damage behavior of the contaminated optics, the laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) was measured over a statistically representative population of sites, and the damage morphologies were characterized.
Laser-Induced Damage of Polished Surfaces
Damage of clean polished fused silica was first studied to provide a baseline for comparison with contaminated optics. The polishing process was determined to strongly influence the LIDT. Therefore, the same batch of polished substrates was used for all the tests. The 3-ns LIDT was 14 J/cm 2 with a standard deviation of 1.5 J/cm 2 . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization of the surface damage morphology showed that laser irradiation initiates micrometer-size ellipsoidal pits [see Figure 1 
Laser Damage Initiated by Contamination Particles
The tests in the UV (at 355 nm) show that for fluences above 1.5 J/cm 2 , a plasma can ignite at the contamination particle. The damage morphologies were very reproducible from particle to particle for the same fluence and size. However, the damage phenomena were different for particles on the input vs output surface (see Figure 2) .
Input surface contamination tends to splatter during repetitive illumination, leaving a burnt surface with a large number of small craters. The propagation of light through the area obscured by the particle produced downstream intensity modulations that could catastrophically crack the output surface. These cracks grow easily during repetitive illumination by drilling into the glass. The light diffraction phenomenon at the particle was modeled and compared with experimental measurements of the ablated depth of silica on the output surface (see Figure 3) . The model has allowed us to predict the threat to optics due to input surface contamination as a function of its thickness, particle size, and shape.
Output surface contamination is often blown off during the first shot, leaving massive damage behind. However, when the fluence is high or when the pressure wave of the particle exceeds a critical value, a crack can initiate during the laser pulse and catastrophic damage can occur.
Both input and output surface contaminants have, therefore, the potential for initiating catastrophic failure of the output surface at fluences lower than the damage threshold of clean optics. Input surface, however, has more negative effects at 355 nm. Finally, the contamination material was found to have a significant influence on the decrease in LIDT. These effects were modeled using LASNEX calculations and showed reasonable agreement with experiments.
Laser Damage Caused by Thin Films Contamination
Thin film contamination of Cu, Al, Au, and B 4 C (1, 2, and 5 nm thick) were studied at 355 nm. Contamination even for the thinnest deposits can reduce the LIDT by a factor of 2 or more. The film material has a strong influence on the damage morphology (see Figure 4) . In particular, at the onset of damage, B 4 C leads to a higher density of micro-pits on the surface than a clean damaged surface while metals do not lead to any micropits.
Conclusion
This study has allowed more quantitative predictions of the potential for damage to optics due to contamination (particles and thin films) on a high fluence laser beamline. The results have provided the experimental basis for setting the cleanliness requirements for NIF optical components to a class 50 cleanroom environment. NIF construction engineers are also applying general rules regarding the choice of construction materials so as to minimize the risk of contamination initiated damage and to allow the NIF laser to operate at its full potential. 
